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THE PARAGONE IN VASARI’s VITE OF 155O

The Proemio di tutta I’opera in the first edition of the Vite 

by Giorgio Vasari in 1550 (fig. 1) tries to put an end to 

the dispute - disputa - about the supremacy and nobili

ty between painting and sculpture, which was sparked by 

many and «for no reason at all*1. Benedetto Varchi, lead

ing member of the Accademia Fiorentina, carried out a 

public survey among artists and invited them to speak 

about the rank of sculpture and painting and the diffi

culties of both arts. Varchi’s reputation and his proposed 

problem concerning the paragone encouraged seven 

artists, among them Vasari, Bronzino, Pontormo, Cellini 

and Tribolo, to participate in this first artists’ survey2. 

Some datings make it probable that the artists wrote 

their answers in January or February 1547, with the ex

ception of Michelangelo, who refers to Varchi’s libretto, 

assumingly a copy of the Due lezzioni, which no longer 

exists3. In March 1547, Varchi held two public speeches 

in Santa Maria Novella on Sundays, as usual, after the 

vespers which all members of the Accademia Fiorentina 

of Cosimo I were obliged to attend. In his first Lezzione, 

Varchi treated a sonnet by Michelangelo, and in the sec

ond he dealt with the maggioranza, the supremacy of 

sculpture, painting and poetry4.

Lorenzo Torrentino, who was called from Bologna to 

Florence as impressor ducale with Flemish origins by 

Cosimo I, published Varchi’s Due lezzioni with all the 

artists’ answers in January 1550 (according to stile com

mune, dated 1549 according to stile fiorentino} (fig. 2). 

The circumstances of the publication are not unimpor

tant. In the same year, Torrentino published Leon Bat

tista Alberti’s Architettura translated by Cosimo Bartoli 

and with a title illustration by Giorgio Vasari, and he ed

ited the latter’s first publication of the W. In 1549, Tor

rentino published the folio-volume Illustrium virorum 

vitae by Paolo Giovio - one of the models of Vasari’s Vite 

— and in the same year Torrentino printed Aristotle’s 

Rhetoric and Poetics after an Italian translation by 

Bernardo Segni, an accademico fiorentino. One year later, 

in 1550, Torrentino published Aristotle’s Ethics in Ital

ian, again translated by Bernardo Segni6. In the lecture 

Della poesia held in December 1553, Varchi mentioned 

that he had translated and commented on the Poetics by 

Aristotle some years ago. However, his academic col

league must have pre-empted him to print'. By 1548 

Francesco Robortello had already brought out the Folio

volume of the two comments concerning Aristotle’s Po

etics and Horaz’s Ars poetica with Lorenzo Torrentino as 

publisher8. In his answer to Varchi dated 12th February 

1547, Vasari (fig. 3) told of two courtiers from the en

tourage of Cardinal Farnese in Rome who had appoint

ed him as referee because of a bet about the same dis

pute. He reported that in his perplexed state, Vasari 

would have consulted the “divine” (divino) Michelange

lo9. This highest authority with regard to questions about 

the arts responded with an oracle: «La scoltura e pittura 

hanno un fine medesimo, difficilmente operato da una 

parte e dall’altra*. - «Sculpture and painting both have 

the same ultimate purpose, which is put into work with 

difficulties by both arts»10. In a captatio benevolentiae 

Vasari flatters, in a convoluted way, the erudite Varchi 

and puts Varchi’s judgment above the artists’. However, 

Vasari claims that architecture takes the first rank with

out dealing with sculpture and painting any further. 

Thereafter followed, announced as a joke, a paragone- 

test: Varchi was expected to form a face, an animal or 

anything else with clay and draw and shade it after the 

clay figure. The comparison of quality and easiness of 

both works would then make it possible to draw a con

clusion: «[...] e quello, che vi sara piu facile a esercitar- 

la troverete manco perfetta*. - «The one you did more 

easily you will consider less perfect*11. Then Vasari listed 

the difficulties of painting, its abilities to imitate with life 

(,animd} and colour everything that nature does, further

more, he mentioned the techniques and the portrait. Fi

nally, Vasari came up with an unusual formulation for an 

old argument: «il disegno e madre [sic] di ognuno di 

queste arti» - «disegno is the mother of both arts*. In the 

Proemio di tutta I’opera of the Vasari-edition of 1550, 

disegno frees itself from the grammatically incorrect role 

as mother and becomes the biologically incorrect birth

giving father of two arts: «Dico adunque che la scultura 

e la pittura per il vero sono sorelle, nate di un padre, che 

e il disegno, in un sol parto et ad un tempo [...]». - «I 

therefore claim that sculpture and painting are truly sis

ters, born of one father, who is called disegno, in one sin

gle birth act and at the same time*12. In this case, an idea 

that is similar to the mythological one with Zeus as the 

double-bearing father fades over the anthropological 

probability. The purpose of this assertion obviously is to 

present painting and sculpture as equal and independent 

sister arts of the same origin and the same time. The dif

ference between Vasari’s letter addressed to Varchi and 

the Proemio di tutta I’opera could support the thesis that 

Vasari was not the author of the paragowe-discussion in 

the Vite. Thomas Frangenberg recently pointed out the 

insufficient coherence between Vasari’s letter and the 

careful argumentation in the Proemio di tutta I’opera in 

the Vite. Frangenberg considers Cosimo Bartoli (fig. 4), 

the translator of Alberti’s De re aedificatoria, as the pos

sible author of the paragoneAAyate in the Vite, and also
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1. Giorgio Vasari, Le Vite, front page, Florence: Torrentino, 1550

DVE LEZZIONI DI 

M. BENEDETTO VARCHI, 

NELLA PRIMA DELLE QVALI SI 

dichiara vn Sonetto di M. michelagnolo 

Buonarroti. Nclla feconda fi difputa qua

le fia pin nobile arte la Scultura, o la 

Pittura, con vna lettera della 

Michelagnolo, & piu altri 

Ecccllentils. Pittori,ct 

Scultori, lopra la 

Quiftione 1b- 

pradctta.

JN

^iPPRESSO LORENZO TORRENTINO 

Imprejjw Puente. RIP X LI X.

2. Benedetto Varchi, Due lezzioni, front page, Florence: 

Torrentino, 1549 (1550)

co-author with Pier Francesco Giambullari for the 

Proemio delle vite'f

The following (revised) arguments are made in the 

Proemio di tutta I’opera:

- Painting and sculpture are sisters and both have dise

gno as their father.

- The entire dispute is in vain because architecture is not 

taken into consideration (this is not true for Varchi, 

which prooves that Varchi’s Due lezzioni were not ac

cessible to the author of the Proemio)14.

- Among the arts of the disegno, architecture is the most 

extensive, necessary and useful, and both painting and 

sculpture serve as accessories to architecture.

Artists such as Antonio Pollaiuolo or Leonardo da Vinci 

are active in various arts, and the divine artist, Michelan

gelo, was second to none and accomplished the most 

wonderful in all three arts15.

MICHELANGELOS RESPONSE

In his response to Varchi’s libretto, Michelangelo said 

that sculpture and painting would stem from the same 

(artistic) intelligence and could well be in harmony. 

Also, they would be equal because they aim towards the 

same ultimate purpose. Moreover, he advocated that 

such disputes should be ignored as they hinder pro

ductive work16. After this conciliatory proposal, 

Michelangelo continued with an insulting sentence: 

«Colui che scrisse che la pittura era piu nobile della 

scultura, se gli avessi cost bene intese 1’altre cose che ha 

scritte, I’arebbe meglio scritte la mia fante*. - «If he 

who wrote that painting would be nobler than sculp

ture had understood all other things he wrote about just 

as well, then my maid would have written it better*. 

The addressee of this ironic contempt could have been 

Baldassare Castiglione, who praised his friend Raphael 

all over in the Cortegiano of 1528, though without ne

glecting Michelangelo’s eccellenzia. Alternatively, it 

could have been intended for the big rival Leonardo17. 

To me it seems more likely that in the 1540s Michelan

gelo meant the big rival Leonardo rather than Raphael’s 

already long-dead friend, the courtier Castiglione. The 

knowledge of Leonardo’s papers beyond the vicinity of
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Milan remains unknown. It is possible that the general 

preference for painting caused by Leonardo got around 

orally and that Michelangelo referred to hearsay evi

dence only. The Milan doctor, mathematician and 

philosopher Hieronymus Cardanus wrote about the 

paragone in his big and thorough work De subtilitate, 

which was printed for the first time in 1550, and agrees 

with Leonardo, whom he mentions specifically by 

name, by giving painting the first rank18.

Michelangelo, in his response to Benedetto Varchi (fig. 

5) and in his first argument, addressed the difference 

between sculpture and painting. Sculpture would be 

the light and sun, while painting should be compared 

to the moon, and the more it resembles a relief the bet

ter it is, while sculpture becomes worse the closer it 

comes to painting. According to Rudolf Preimesberger, 

Michelangelo puts the medial basic conditions of both 

arts in antithetical opposition, and thus differs from 

Varchi19. Michelangelo then seems to take up Varchi’s 

Aristotelian argument, which says that both arts would 

be only one art since they would have the same ultimate 

purpose. Paola Barocchi calls this a «punto culminante 

della dissertazione varchiana* - the «culminating point 

in Varchi’s essay»20. However, this approval makes it a 

condition that if not the better judgment, then the high

er level of difficulty, bigger obstacles and stronger ef

forts would justify the higher rank of the sculpture21. 

Despite the seeming agreement with Varchi, Michelan

gelo insists on the differences in the main points of the 

paragone in order to justify the higher rank of sculp

ture22.

PARAGONARE

The competitive comparison among the arts and be

tween poetry and music has been called paragone since 

Guglielmo Manzi used the expression for Leonardo’s 

Libro Primo of the Codex 1270. Irma Richter adopted 

the term as title for her edition of the Prima Parte in 

194923. It concerns a venial anachronism because 

paragone as book title cannot be found before 1554: in 

that year Lorenzo Torrentino’s treatise of Erasmus of 

Rotterdam’s Paragone della Vergine et del Martire ap

peared, translated from Latin by Torrentino’s proof

reader Lodovico Domenichi. The latter correctly trans

lated Erasmus’ treatise entitled Virginis et martyris com- 

paratio with the Italian equivalent paragone for compa- 

ratio2A. Leonardo’s use of paragone and paragonare - 

words with uncertain etymology and changing ortho

graphy - around 1500 and in the first half of the 16th 

century, was shown by Claire Farago in her analysis of 

the first part of the Codex Vaticanus Latinus Urbinas 

1270 for Italy25. In France, other problems concerning 

the competitive comparison were taken up in the 

querelles des anciens et des modernes, and the Diction- 

naire Universal by Antoine Furetiere commented about 

paragonner in a laconic way: «Vieux mot qui signifoit

3. Anonymous, Portrait of Giorgio Vasari, lost drawing (after: 

Ernst Steinmann: Michelangelo im Spiegel seiner Zeit, Leipzig 

1930, Table XV)

4. Portrait of Cosimo Bartoli, in Cosimo Bartoli, Discorsi 

historic! universal! Venice 1569
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5. Anonymous, Michelangelo as stonesculptor, in Sigismondo 

Fanti, Triompho di fortuna, Venedig 1527

ALLO ILLVSTRISSIMO 

& ReuerendisGmo Cardinale Donne 

Hippo ito da File fuo Signore*

- »

ORLANDO fVRIOSO

D 1 Al. LVDOVICO ARIOSTO

IN QVESTO PRIMO CANTO Si COMPRENDE L’IN GRAM 

tudinedeledonne,fottoIafngadAngelica,1aqua1eeffcndo amatada quattro mloroGsfi* 

miCauallicri, & ella niuno amadone,mofla folamete a beneficio di fe medefma»(i 

dimoftracortefeaSacripante. PER i!fouragtttngerdiBradam5te,epoi 

di Rinaldo fi conofcequantoglianiorofi piaceriGano bicui, & 

come le pin uolteci fono'tolti prima che ft guftino;

CANTO PRIMO*

E DONNE, 

iCauallier,rar/ 

me,gli amort, 

L E COR/ 

tcfie , I’audaci 

imprefeio can/ 

W

Che faro al tempo > che paflaro i Mori 

D’A frica il mare, e in Tricia nocquer tin 

seguendo Hire ,e i giouenil farori 

D’Agramante lor Re; che ft die vanto 

Di vendicar la morte di Troiano 

Sopra Re Carla Imperator Romano.

A iit

6. The encounter between Rinaldo and Ferragu, in Ariosto, 

Orlando furioso, Ferrara 1516, stanza 16

autrefos, mettre en parallele, comparer*. The following 

example illustrates the use of the word: «Qui est le con- 

querent qu’on ait oser paragonner avec Alexandre26?* 

The most important first use of the word can be found 

in the delicate area of precious metal testing, which was 

at least as important as the inspection of banknotes 

under ultraviolet light nowadays: pietra da (or di) 

paragone was a black stone which served goldsmiths to 

test gold and silver samples. Rudolf Preimesberger has 

discovered it painted deceptively real and appropriate

ly inserted in Jan van Eycks Diptych in Madrid27. «A1 

paragone si conosce l’oro» - «On the touchstone one 

detects the gold* - was a proverbial saying in Italy, 

which is listed in the 12th volume of 1984 of the Grande 

Dizionario della Lingua Italiana with a great deal of evi

dence since the 15th century28. In France, where touch

stone is known as pierre de touche, Edouard Manet said 

to Jacques-Emile Blanche in 1881: «La nature morte est 

la pierre de touche du peintre* - «The still life is the 

touchstone for painters*29. The touchstone as 

metaphor is suitable for the trial in the moral, intellec

tual, social or practical, technical and artistic field 

(«venire al paragone*), for the result of such a trial, and 

especially for the armed conflict, battle, tournament or 

for a woman. The meaning of paragone and paragonare 

resembles an open fan as it goes from comparison 

{comparazione) to the field of competition (concorren- 

za) to contests with arguments, to the tournament 

(comhattimento, gara) and to the field of the serious 

armed conflict.

Evidence for this last aspect is given by Ariosto in stan

za 16 of the first song of Orlando furioso in 1516 where 

he describes the encounter between Rinaldo and the 

Saracen Ferragu: «And though he want a helmet, yet to 

fight / With bold Renaldo be will do his best, / And 

both the one the other straight defied, / Oft having ei

ther others value tried.* (fig. 6). It is followed by the 

«crudel battaglia* - the fierce battle - of two warriors, 

the undecided outcome and the bonding of the enemies 

in order to catch up with Angelica, who tries to escape 

from four pugnacious men that desire her30.

«Paragon de I’arme* - the measurement of weapons - 

was common to the extensive contest, in which indi

viduals, families, enterprises, towns and nations, artists 

and patrons were involved. The legendary rivalries 

among artists in the Ancient World, which are told by 

Pliny, were made generally accessible through Cristo- 

foro Landino’s Italian translation of the Historic natu- 

ralis. Landino made use of expressions such as «com- 

battimento dela picture*, or «chiamarsi vincto* for the 

competition between Zeuxis and Parrhasios, or «con- 

fessare se essere vincto* in Protogenes and Apelles to 

name the competition for the finest line31. These stories 

prompted new diachronic and synchronic competitions 

or promoted at least the forming of legends such as the 

ones that are known with Giovanni Bellini and Al

brecht Diirer, to whom Joachim Camerarius 1532 

attributed the repetition of the rivalry between Apelles
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7. Daniele da Volterra, Battle between David and Goliath, Paris, Musee du Louvre
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8. Daniele da Volterra, Battle between David and Goliath, Paris, Musee du Louvre

and Protogenes for the «linea summae tenuitatis»32. In 

her book Renaissance Rivals, published in 2002, Rona 

Goffen showed the permanent rivalry and its conse

quences for the greatest artists of the Italian Renais

sance33. The competitive habitus is illustrated with ex

cellent contributions in the volume Im Agon der Kun

st e, published in 200734. This shall be demonstrated 

with only one significant example: the project of two 

battle pieces by Leonardo and Michelangelo for the 

Sala del Gran Consiglio in the Palazzo Vecchio in Flo

rence in 1504 was set up as rivalry between two artists 

of whom it was known that their competition was poi

soned by hatred and disdain35. In 1550, Vasari held the 

opinion that the concorrenza ended in favour of 

Michelangelo, and reported that Michelangelo’s car

toon of the Battle of Cascina had served all artists for 

their studies until they tore it into pieces and carried 

them away like booty36. John Shearman pointed out 

that Vasari’s Vite are suffused with the imagination of 

rivalry. Those who wanted to withdraw from the con

test were treated with contempt37.

The commentary, which Leonardo Sellaio sent from 

Rome in January 1517 to Michelangelo in Carrara, is 

significant. Sellaio referred to Cardinal Giulio de’ 

Medici’s organised competition with orders for altar 

paintings from Raffael and Sebastiano del Piombo and 

wrote that Raffael apparently tried everything to thwart 

Sebastiano, «per non venire a paraghoni» -«in order 

not to enter the contest*38.

Alessandro Nova recently showed that artists reacted to 

the dispute about rank with a series of sculptures and 

paintings39. Daniele da Volterra, for instance, made two 

contributions to the paragone according to Vasari for 

Monsignore Giovanni della Casa from Florence40. One 

contribution is a plastic burnt in clay, which is lost, and 

the other is painted, namely the battle between David 

and Goliath in two different views (figs. 7, 8) and with 

several references to the paragone-, one reference is 

iconographic, such a battle is a «Paragon de I’arme* ac

cording to Ariosto, the second is the paragone with 

Michelangelo, and the material of the picture carrier, 

slate, could almost count as a pietra di paragone.
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56

lezzione di benedettq

VARCHI , NELLA QVALE SI

D I S P V T A della maggioranza 

dell’arti,et qual fia piu nobile,Ja Scultu 

ja,o la Pittura,fatta da lui publica- 

mentc nella Accadcmia Fio

rentina, la tcrza Do- 

menicadi Quarc 

lima: 1’anno

1546.

1

PROEMIO.

V T T E le cole di tutto l’u 

niucrfb, il quale abbraccian 

do tutti i Cieli,& tutti gl’e-r 

lemcnti, comprcfe in fe, & 

conticne non iblamcnte tut 

to quello,che era, ma ezian 

dio tutto quello,che potcua 

eflcre,in guifa, die fuora di 

lui non pure non rimafe co 

Fa neffuna,ma ne luogo ancora,ne voto,lbno degnifii- 

moConlblo: lionoratilsimi Accademici, &voi tutti

Vditori nobilifiimijO cterne,ononcterne. L’cternc(fa 

uellando Ariftotelicamcnte) ibno quelle , le quali non 

dcuendo finirmai,mai ancora no cominciarono,ctpcr 

conleguenza non hebbero cagionc efficiente,do e,al- 

cuno,che le faccffc,& quelle li chiamano celcll i, diui- 

ne,& immortalize non eterne lono quelle,le quali de- 

ucdohauerc fine qualchc volta,hebbero ancora qual- 

dic volta principle, & per conlcguenza cagione effi

cients

39o E I. O G I O R V M

CofmusMcdices Florentino

rum Pn'nceps.

gnl vota tua cumulate implcancmagnanjmcCo(me,poftquam 

® nihil prxter ipfum afblutx virturislpecimen rdpiciutit.Ta-

Flj les namque tibi mores natura rribuit, nufquam htrcle non er > 

A ca, vti fas eft vidcre, fed Temper arridens & benigna mater, vs 

gloriam ex benefadis clanfsimifque virtutibus obuenientem 

contemnas potius quam affetftes. Apud te fiquidem pudor atque iuftitia vf 

get,& virtuti oprimifque artibus domi tua: certilsimus eft receprus. Literas 

colis, ingenia foues, magnificentix ftudi'um pulcherrimis opcribus excen- 

dis.Rempublicam porro icagubernas.vt nobilitatem in honore habere,po 

pulum alere,&f patriam tranquilhtate atque opibus florentiisimam redde- 

re contendas. Quo verb admirabile dementia: tux munus eft,exules facile 

reducis;parcis rebellibus,fcilices vtplurcs domifint,qui cibiplurimum de

bean ft

9. Initial T, in Benedetto Varchi, Due lezzioni, Florence: 

Torrentino, 1549 (1550), p. 56

Daniele da Volterra’s contributions to the paragone 

deal with the number of views that can be offered by 

painting and sculpture, thus it concerns one of the 

points of the discussion of the paragone. The big base, 

on which the revolving slate board is set up, was cre

ated in the 18th century when Nicolo del Giudice gave 

the board as a present to Louis XIV in 1715. It can be 

assumed that a device making it possible to rotate the 

board had existed before so that both painted views of 

the battle could be shown one after the other.

Lorenzo Torrentino produced Varchi’s Due lezzioni 

with initials that show hunting scenes41. In the initial 

«I», two hunters on horseback competitively chase a 

deer, and the winner shoots the prey while the other ar

rives too late. Two other initials with hunting scenes fol

low, and the initial «T» to the Proemio of the second 

Lezzione (fig. 9) shows two horsemen and a runner with 

a dog running ahead. The hunting scenes were well 

chosen for the theme of the book. The book had been 

lying in Torrentino’s workshop for a long time. He tried 

10. Tobias Stimmer, Portrait of Duke Cosimo I., in Paolo Giovio, 

Elogia Virorum bellica virtute illustrium, Basel 1575, p. 390

to justify this carelessness by writing a mysterious dedi

cation. Torrentino used the same initials for Paolo 

Giovio’s Illustrium virorum vitae of 1549, for the Italian 

publication of Leon Battista Alberti’s LA rchiteltura, for 

the Proemio of the Vite of 1550 and also for the 

Paragone written by Erasmus of Rotterdam.

PARAGONI AROUND THE PARAGONE

We can assume that the publication of Leon Battista Al

berti’s De Pictura of 1540 in Basle, and the Italian trans

lation by Lodovico Domenichi of 1547 in Venice, trig

gered the dispute on the basis of the generally competi

tive behaviour which was firmly promoted by Cosimo I 

(fig. 10)42. Saying this, I do not rule out the possibility 

that arguments made by Leonardo were passed on oral

ly or that they found their reflection in the first book of 

Baldassare Castiglione’s II cortegiano of 152843. Paola 

Barocchi commented on the publication of the Due
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11. Anonymous, Portrait of Benedetto Varchi, lost drawing 

(after: Ernst Steinmann: Michelangelo im Spiegel seiner Zeit, 

Leipzig 1930, Table XIV)

lezzioni that the second lesson was «suggerito probabil- 

mente dalle precendenti riflessioni di Alberti, Ca

stiglione, Leonardo, tutti favorevoli alia pittura*44. The 

status of Alberti’s treatise on the art of painting experi

enced decisive changes through print and especially 

through translation. Up to then, relatively few copies 

were passed on. Domenichi, a lawyer and author from 

Piacenza, dedicated the Italian translation of Alberti’s 

treatise to the painter Francesco Salviati, whose rivalry 

with Giorgio Vasari was well known. Alberti drew 

provocative conclusions from the praise for painting. In 

opposition to Vitruv, who saw every art under the judg

ment of the architect, he asked whether it is not painting 

that should be considered the teacher of all arts, «omni- 

um artium magistra*, or functions at least as their excel

lent ornament, «praecipuum ornamentum»: «Ma che 

piu, non e ella la pittura o maestra di tutte 1’arti, o almeno 

principale ornamento?»45. In De Pictura, 26, Alberti 

claims that the architect would have copied every deco

rated part of a building from the painter, and that paint

ing can be seen as the standard for plastic and all worthy 

skilled arts: «Who can doubt that painting is the master 

art or at least not a small ornament of things? The archi

tect, if I am not mistaken, takes from the painter archi

traves, bases [...] It is scarcely possible to find any supe

rior art which is not concerned with painting [...]»46. In 

the architectural treatise De re aedificatoria, which 

reached its first form in 1452 and was published for the 

first time in 1485, Alberti puts his assessment in per

spective and notes that it would be in the nature of all 

arts that they tend to see each other as inferior47. In chap

ter 26 of De Pictura, however, painting is again attributed 

the first rank among the arts. This is done with the 

botanical metaphor, namely that painting would be the 

blossoming of all arts, «fiore d’ogni arte» - «omnium ar

tium flos pictura» - and this forged links between the art 

of painting and the new invention of Narcissus as the in

ventor picturae - the «inventor of painting»48.

In the second half of the 1540s, the dispute between 

painting and sculpture became the genuine reason for a 

first rivalry among the authors Benedetto Varchi, Gior

gio Vasari, Cosimo Bartoli, Anton Francesco Doni, 

Paolo Pino, Hieronymus Cardanus, and Michel Angelo 

Biondo, and the cities of publication Florence, Venice, 

Nuremberg, and Basle. Additionally, there is Francisco 

d’Olanda, who treats the question of sculpture and 

painting very briefly in Della pittura antica of 154849. 

The preferred literary form was the competitive dia

logue, in which arguments took the place of weapons50. 

In the following decade, Lodovico Dolce published his 

Dialogo della pittura, and Vincenzio Borghini made 

notes of the paragone in the 1560s. Lomazzo gave his 

view on the topic, as did many others, and in the 17th 

and 18th centuries the question continued to be treated 

differently and in different places, for example by 

Galileo Galilei, the Academie royale in Paris, Gian 

Pietro Bellori or Shaftesbury, the Robinson, or Shaftes

bury’s nephew James Harris, then Gotthold Ephraim 

Lessing, Herder and Goethe in Germany, Denis 

Diderot in France and many more. Later, as Erwin 

Panofsky pointed out, the topic was brought forth by 

Wilhelm Busch in the Maier Klecksel once more.

The problem remains as to why it took 200 years or 

even more to direct the question to the differences be

tween the arts, their characteristic features and the per

formances of various media, or to redirect the question 

to Michelangelo’s arguments.

THE FRUITS OF THE PARAGONE

What results did the authors achieve through this pro

ductive contest about the paragone between Florence 

and Venice? Benedetto Varchi (fig. 11) successfully in

troduced the question into the Accademia Fiorentina, 

which was mainly dominated by philological interests 

and interpretations of Dante, Petrarca and possibly Boc

caccio. His ingenious introduction of the theme was first 

approached by his interpretation of one of Michelange

lo’s sonnets and second by the discussion of the 

paragone on the following Sunday. How far the interest 

of scholars and the activities of scrittori, such as Lodovi

co Domenichi or Cosimo Bartoli, were motivated by re-
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12. Florence, Cappella di S. Luca in the cloister of SS. Annunziata, view of the altar with altar painting by Vasari and statues in the niches

sistance to reformationist iconoclasm, which was 

known in Italy, presents an important question.

The start of a discussion between the mainly philologi- 

cally interested Accademia Fiorentina and the artists is 

more important than every single argument concerning 

the dispute about rank. It takes place in front of or 

under the omnipresent, huge figure of the divine 

Michelangelo. The recognition for the artists - as it was 

recognition in the eyes of the Accademici - had imme

diate institutional effects on the establishment of the 

Accademia del Disegno for painters, sculptors and ar

chitects through Cosimo I. He approved of the statues 

on 13th January 1563, appointed Vincenzio Borghini as 

luogotenente (governor) and gave a chapel and place of 

burial in Santissima Annunziata (fig. 12) to the mem

bers of the academy51. The statutes explicitly obliged 

the members of the Accademia del Disegno to pursue 

a friendly teaching style and support the Giovanf2.

The dispute about the rank and the pressure for argu

mentation forced the creation or consolidation of crite

ria which were used to assess or compare the arts. The 

consequences are manifold:

First, the giudizio, the powers of judgement, and the 

powers of discernment, was created. It includes insights 

into the diverse constitutions and temperaments of the 

artists as well as insights into the impossibility of reach

ing perfection in every part, and eventually the ability 

to prove the arguments.

Second, it marked the beginning of style and media 

criticism. In 1550, Varchi brought forward the classifi

cation of sculpture as tactus and painting as visits. He 

referred to the blind man who was going to have a 

bright future in the argumentation of the paragone. Due 

to the fear of falling out with all arts, however, Varchi 

does not go any further and draws the philosophical 

conclusion that sculpture and painting would be one 

art, and thus occupy the same rank53.

Third, theoretical concepts were improved: one of the 

main points of the paragone was the claim that painting 

could depict everything, yet sculpture would only have 

been able to imitate bodies. In his answer to Varchi, 

Vasari especially emphasised painting’s unlimited ca

pacity to imitate in contrast to the limited capability of 

sculpture54. This somewhat simple argument of su

premacy possibly strengthened the demand for a better 

understanding of imitation: the sculptor Vincenzo 
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Danti best met this demand with the distinction of ri- 

trarre and imitare in 1567. However, according to 

Rudolf Preimesberger, one is to be understood as a 

copying doubling replication while the other aims to 

create bodies that are congruent with the aims of nature 

to reach artistic perfection55. Only in the field of ritrarre 

(reproducing, copying) yet not in the field of imitare 

(depicting, representing), is painting able to master 

more phenomena than sculpture. The understanding of 

imitazione meaning rappresentazione was put forward 

in Varchi’s lecture Della poesia in 155356.

Fourth, this claim is expressed by Lodovico Dolce, or 

rather by Aretino in his conversation against the Flo

rentine, by denying that there would be only one kind 

of «del perfetto dipingere* because constitutions and 

temperaments would differ and therefore different 

painters would exist, «alcuni piacevoli, altri terribili, 

altri vaghi, et altri ripieni di grandezza e di maesta* - 

«some of pleasing manner, others of terrible, and oth

ers of graceful sort or also full of greatness and majesty* 

- as there would be differences between poets and ora

tors (authors) just the same57. With Lodovico Dolce, 

not only Titian, Venice and colour are brought into play 

against Michelangelo, Florence and the disegno, but 

also the problem of style, which is dependent on the 

artistic individual, in connection with a successful 

structuring of painting that is equal to the classic rheto

ric that could be used, or could have been used, for the 

now to be developed (systematic) art education.

I am grateful for the suggestions made by Marco Collareta and 

Rudolf Preimesberger. For research assistance I am indebted to 

Patricia Bieder, Andreas Riifenacht and Monika Schafer.
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